
Submission Date

GENDER

FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

STREET ADDRESS:

CITY:

ZIP CODE:

COUNTRY:

EMAIL ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:

Do you have a CPR number?
(Danish social registration
number)

DATE OF BIRTH:

NATIONALITY:

CV . Please write a few lines
about your educational
and/or professional
background.

PHOTO. Please attach a
photo of yourself for our
reports and OW artist lists.

PROJECT TITLE

OW 2017 Q2 May

2017-05-03 14:13:00

MALE

Gianfranco

Dbeis

Åboulevard 34C 5TH

København N

2200

Denmark

gian.dbeis@gmail.com

81918379

YES

03-16-1991

Italian

Wimbledon school of art and design 2010-2011
Abertay University, Bachelor's Degree, Games Design and Production Management
2011-2014

Graphic designer, artist, project manager, 3d modeller, QA tester in various different
teams within the games industry since 2012

Linkedin for more details on job positions:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gianfranco-dbeis-8b210292/

CVs' are also attached

miki&gian.png

Buried Beneath

https://www.jotform.com/uploads/PerKristensen/70463135548962/3696227747811816852/miki%26gian.png


Type of project (please
indicate the type of project.
You can select multiple types
if relevant)

Logline (put your story into 1
sentence)

Synopsis (max 10 lines to
describe the contents of your
project. Please place more
emphasis on the STORY, and
not the process). Please
attach story material in the
attachment field below.

Which media will you use in
your project? (2D, 3D, Mixed
Media, etc.)

Are you applying for a spot in
Open Workshop?

Emergency contact. Since
you are applying for a seat in
Open Workshop, we need the
name and phone number of
the person OW staff should
contact in case on an
emergency (i.e. not yourself).

What kind of work do you
intend to do while at Open
Workshop?

Expected results (describe in
further detail what you hope
to leave Open Workshop with
- max 10 lines)

Game

Play as an explorer that seeks out ancient history. Find answers for the present by
exploring a forgotten ancient world.

Buried Beneath is roguelike dungeon crawler wrapped in a cute toylike voxel aesthetic
for mobile devices. Inspired by games like Zelda, Crypt of Necrodancer, and Lara Croft
Go.

It is set in a world full of mysteries that are locked away in treacherous dungeons
protected by ancient technology, which withhold information about the old ones.

The game is built around a procedural dungeon that contains 5 worlds with different
enemies, traps, obstacles and items. The player must overcome challenges and
puzzles by using unique items and abilities found throughout the dungeon. They must
then gather their forces to fight the final bosses in each world, and uncover the secrets
buried beneath!

3D Tools: Qubicle Constructor / Blender
2D Tools: Photoshop
Game engine: Unity 5

YES

Gianfranco’s contact : Tanja Tankred +4527210482
Miki’s contact : Ditte Anthony +4561102028

Development of the game

Crafting the remaining worlds assets
Fine tuned game flow and level structure
Getting the game to a feature complete state.



Motivation letter (Why me?
Why this story/project/film?
Why now?)

What do you need for your
project while in Open
Workshop?

Are you applying for Open
Workshop housing (private
bedroom with a shared
kitchen and bathroom)?

Preferred date of arrival .

Preferred date of departure .

Other people involved in the
project.

Here you can include the
links related to your project,
former projects, website etc.

Attachments (max 20 MB)

Miki Anthony (Danish) and Gianfranco Dbeis (Italian/Lebanese) have been freelancing
on different client games and projects for the last few years, working on PC/console
and mobile games, some more successful than others.

We both frequently jam and prototype game ideas. Back in December we started
working on an idea for a mobile dungeon crawler game, and unlike most of the other
games we have done, this one has kept our interest, and has become a dream project.
In March we took it to GDC and got a good amount of positive feedback from peers
and potential publishers. Now we strive to finish it, hopefully by working on it full-time
and releasing sometime towards the end of the year.

Having visited viborg a couple of times and met with others in the open workshop as
well as the arsenalet, we have realized that trying to get involved in the community
there would be a great experience for us and would help our project tremendously. 

One reason for wanting to get involved in the community in Viborg is because we need
a little help with developing the story of the game. Right now we have a base
undertone but since story is not our strong point, receiving some help in that aspect
would be great.

We want to make cool games, that inspire and bring back the mystery and magic that
games used to have.

Two desks, and potentially one computer :)
Housing would be a huge help.

YES

06-01-2017

08-31-2017

The team:
Gianfranco Dbeis: Art & Design
Miki Anthony: Code & Design

Friends and freelancers that will help with Music, SFX, Tools programming:

Mads Vadsholt : music & sfx
Milan Gratjetzki : music & tools

http://www.gian-dbeis.com/
http://mikianthony.com/

A build to the game:
http://mikianthony.com/games/dungeoncrawl/Buriedbeneath_build.zip
the zip includes a Android (30 & 60 fps) mobile build and a PC build

A short video of the gameplay: https://vimeo.com/210765431

BuriedBeneath_OW.zip

https://www.jotform.com/uploads/PerKristensen/70463135548962/3696227747811816852/BuriedBeneath_OW.zip


Please tick off the items you
have attached above (Please
note that is not necessary to
attach everything on this list)

With my signature in this box
I certify that the submitted
information is true, and I
agree to the terms and
conditions listed above.
(Please make a final check
that the dates are correct.)

CV(s)
Budget (The budget and schedule should only include the project period in Open
Workshop.)
Schedule/production plan
Artwork
A one page design document. This includes a mobile version and a potential console
version of the game.


